The FBI in 2007 revealed…

“..The Tamil Tigers are among the
most dangerous and deadly
extremists in the world..” [1]

“…The goal of the LTTE is to Carve out
1/3 of the Island nation to form an
Ethnically Pure Tamil State…”

“…Today more than 60% of the
Sri Lankan Tamil population live alongside
the Sinhalese & Sri Lankan Muslims
‘outside’ the North & East – areas claimed
as Tamil Eelam…”

KNOW THE FACTS

BLACK TIGER Suicide Bombers of the Tamil Tigers
“…The LTTE had perfected the use of suicide
bombers; invented the suicide belt; pioneered the use
of women in suicide attacks; murdered some 4,000
people in the past two years alone; and assassinated
two world leaders - the only terrorist organization to
do so...” [1]

“…The ’ruthless tactics’ of the Sri Lankan Tamil
Tigers have inspired terrorist networks
worldwide, including Al Qaeda...” [1]
“…For more than three decades, the group has
launched a campaign of violence and bloodshed in Sri
Lanka, the island republic off the southern coast of
India. Its ultimate goal - to seize control of the country
from the Sinhalese ethnic majority and create an
independent Tamil state...” [1]

¾

This Terrorist Group (LTTE), banned in over 22 countries (USA, UK, EU, Canada, India, etc.), is
notorious for recruiting Child Soldiers, Acts of Terrorism (they have carried out more Suicide
attacks than Al‐Qaeda & Hezbollah combined), Ethnic Cleansing, and Organised Criminal
Activity (Credit Card Fraud, Identity Theft etc.).

¾

According to UNICEF, by 2007 the LTTE still had ’1591 child soldiers’ in their ranks.

¾

This Terrorist Group is the ’Only Non-State’ actor to posses weapons comparable to that
of a small country – Heavy Artillery, Multi‐Barrel Rocket Launchers, Mortar Guns, Battle
Tanks, Fast Gun Boats, Surface to Air Missiles, and Light Bomber Aircraft.

¾

The LTTE has stocks of Chemical Nerve Agents, and has threatened to use Chemical Weapons.

¾

The LTTE buys its weapons from the International Black Market, and has its own International
Shipping Network to transport this lethal cargo to the Island.

¾

In the last 30 years, this Group has assassinated several Heads of State, Politicians, Academics,
and Religious Leaders that have tried to bring Peace to the Island. Their biggest target has
been the Sri Lankan Tamils; Innocent civilians who do NOT support the division of the country.

¾

The Group has Front Offices and Charitable Organisations all over the World to carry out
propaganda, and to collect money to finance its War to form an ’Apartheid State’ on the
Island.

¾

Currently ’Over 1.5 Million’ Non‐Tamil civilians live in the Northern and Eastern
Provinces; the Provinces the LTTE ‘claims’ belongs to Tamil Eelam.

¾

These innocent Non‐Tamil Civilians are at ‘great risk’ of losing their property, livelihood,
and their ‘right to live’ if the LTTE succeeds in their ‘Separatist campaign’.

¾

Successive Sri Lankan Governments have tried to negotiate a Peace where all the
communities on the Island can live together in harmony. The LTTE has scuttled all attempts to
resolve this conflict peacefully through negotiations.

FROM TAMIL TIGER
HOW YOU CAN HELP
¾ This Terrorist Group (LTTE) currently has several front Associations in the UK
espousing the cause for a Separate Tamil State ‐ British Tamils Forum (BTF),
Tamil Youth Organisation (TYO), White Pigeon, Sivayogam Trust,
International Tamil Rehabilitation Organisation (ITRO) etc.

TERRORISM

¾ Contributing to these Organisations is tantamount to aiding and abetting the
Genocide of ‘over 1.5 Million’ Innocent Civilians in Sri Lanka.
¾ The Sri Lankan people; a rich tapestry of different Faiths and Ethnicities, are
asking for the chance to live in Peace, the chance to re‐build a country for
their children, and future generations to live in Harmony as ONE Nation.
¾ Please help the Sri Lankan people by not supporting or rewarding LTTE
Terrorism in Sri Lanka.
¾ The Islands beauty is there for the whole World to Enjoy; Please don’t help
destroy it.

THINK BEFORE YOU ACT…

PLEASE DO NOT HELP THE LTTE
CREATE AN APARTHEID STATE IN
SRI LANKA
[1] http://www.fbi.gov/page2/jan08/tamil_tigers011008.html
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